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Leeds District Licensing Department
Leeds District HQ
Elland Road
Leeds
LS11 8BU

Leeds District Licensing Department

T:
E:
W: www.westyorkshire.police.uk

22nd March 2022
Entertainment Licensing Section.
Leeds City Council,
Civic Hall,
Leeds.
LS1 1UR
cc. Josh Owen Miller (The applicant) – via email.
RE:

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY @ 222 QUEENSWOOD DRIVE LEEDS LS6 3ND
NEW PREMISES LICENCE – PREM/04901/001 – LICENSING ACT 2003:
POLICE – LETTER OF REPRESENTATION:

This representation served by West Yorkshire Police, relates to an application for a premises licence at
the above property / address, which was received on 22nd February 2022, via Leeds City Council as an
electronic application.
The application is for only one licensable activity that being the ‘sale by retail of alcohol’, and alcohol
supply is requested every day 2100-0300 for consumption off the premises only.
This will be achieved purely by way of a pre-order alcohol delivery service.
Alcohol delivery services are by no means uncommon in Leeds.
Since 2005 applications for such services in Leeds are now probably well into three figures at the very
least, and as technology has advanced, then applications of this nature have become more sophisticated
in terms of three basic elements, inherent with the whole process of an alcohol delivery service from start
to finish – namely 1) ordering, 2) despatch and 3) the actual delivery.
As a result of the way these types of application has evolved over the years, it has also been necessary
for West Yorkshire Police to adapt its approach to them as time has gone on.
All applications are always judged on their individual merits of course, but equally, they all have to
engage the same three basic elements as identified above, which also need to promote the four
licensing objectives.
Under normal circumstances, routine questions would be posed by West Yorkshire Police on each
occasion, and depending on the specific answers, detailed and comprehensive conditions would be
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tailored to be agreed with the applicant (what have been described before by the Leeds Licensing
Committee as “rigid conditions”).
A typical list of such conditions can be provided at a hearing, should they be required.
Now in relation to this application specifically, from the very outset things were regarded very much as
normal and in two ways particularly1. An application for this type of alcohol delivery service from a residential property, is by no means
a rarity anymore (although they have increased in popularity in more recent times), and
2. The application as presented, would require the usual routine questioning about how the service
would operate within the boundaries of licensing laws, with an eventual agreement on conditions
to achieve such compliance.
However, from the initial service of the application and what has materialised since, it has become
apparent that this application is anything but normal, and on both of the above points in fact1. No other similar application for a residential property in Leeds, has to date attracted the attention
of so many ‘interested parties’, other than West Yorkshire Police, and
2. Out of the routine questioning between West Yorkshire Police and the applicant, it has now been
established, it is very debatable that this service can operate and comply with current primary
licensing legislation, leading to this letter of representation.
To now elaborate on the second point further, firstly there is a separate chain of emails between West
Yorkshire Police and this applicant, which should be read in conjunction with this letter of representation,
so as to consolidate the legal position here.

The current primary licensing legislation is Licensing Act 2003, and there are two sections which are
particularly implicated to ascertain the situation here – 1) section 190 (“Location of Sales”) and 2) section
189 (“Vessels, vehicles and movable structures”).
Section 190 (“Location of sales”) reads as follows, I quote“190
(1) This section applies where the place where a contract for the sale of alcohol is made is different
from the place where the alcohol is appropriated to the contract.
(2) For the purposes of this Act the sale of alcohol is to be treated as taking place where the alcohol
is appropriated to the contract.”
For what is a relatively short section, this often confusing legal jargon is explained by way of a practical
example given on page 148 of the current 2022 edition of ‘Paterson’s Licensing Acts’.
At paragraph 1.429 under “Interpretation”, this prominent law book actually uses the example of a
delivery service to describe in practical terms section 190.
Again, I quote (from page 148)“This therefore may affect mail order deliveries where a call centre or internet site are the point of
ordering. It will be the warehouse from where the alcohol is delivered that will be deemed to be the place
of sale and therefore require a premises licence.”
(***The current Section 182 Guidance at paragraphs 3.8 and 3.9 also cover the very same points).

Therefore, in relation to section 190 and this application, on the face of it all seems above board.
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The “warehouse” is identified as the residential property being the place which will be the ‘licensed
premises’ and from where the alcohol will start its delivery, which is affirmed by the applicant of page 4 of
the application form describing the premises – “ALCOHOL WILL BE DISPATCHED DIRECTLY FROM THE
PREMISIES TO THE DELIVERY ADDRESS.”

However, then when you look into the answers given by the applicant in the separate chain of emails,
there are three occasions which put the applicant’s description in doubt, and imply something completely
differentI refer specifically to the following comments made by the applicant in the chain of emails(1) “The loading of the van will take place on my drive way before the permitted hours” – (from the
first email reply on the 10th March),
(2) “Do I have the item required on my van to deliver before 3:00 am”,
(3) “All drivers will load up before the shift starts so there will be no noise nuisance to neighbours” –
(the latter two both from the second email reply on the 17th March).
This doesn’t imply delivery from the licensed premises at all, but delivery from the applicant’s van, which
isn’t altogether illegal in the correct circumstances, but would be in this particular case, as is confirmed
by section 189 Licensing Act 2003.
Section 189 (“Vessels, vehicles and movable structures”) has five paragraphs in total, but only two of
which relate to vehicles – 189(2) and 189(4) – therefore I shall only refer to these two paragraphs.
Section 189(2) reads, I quote“Where a vehicle which is not permanently situated in the same place is, or is proposed to be, used for
one or more licensable activities while parked at a particular place, the vehicle is to be treated for the
purposes of this Act as if it were premises situated at that place.”
A clear example then of where a vehicle can become a ‘licensed premises’ while it moves around and
parks up at different places.
However, section 189(4) then further elaborates on the legal requirements of a vehicle under section
189(2), to put a completely different light on thingsSection 189(4) reads, and again I quote“Where subsection (2) applies in relation to the same vehicle,…………………………….., in respect of
more than one place, the premises which by virtue of that subsection are situated at each such place are
to be treated as separate premises.”
At the footnotes to section 189, the same law book already referred to ‘Paterson’s Licensing Acts’, on
page 633 and 634 of the current 2022 edition, makes comment specifically with regards to section
189(4), I quote“additional licences will be required for each separate site”.
***The very same point is also made perfectly clear at paragraph 3.8 of the current Section 182
Guidance.
Therefore, by way of summary and in conclusion, from what has now been established during this
consultation period, West Yorkshire Police submit that it is no longer possible for an authorisation to be
granted for this particular application, as this alcohol delivery service will be unlawful.
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Processing this application as it has been made on this occasion, will result in the production of a
premises licence, which will not reflect how the applicant actually intends to operate this delivery service.
Further, how the applicant does intend to operate this delivery service, will be unachievable most likely.
The resultant premises licence if it were to be issued as it has been applied for here, will authorise the
‘sale / supply of alcohol’ from the address given with the application.
222 Queenswood Drive will become the ‘licensed premises’, so that all orders for and all delivery of
alcohol, must be despatched from these premises only - no other.
This is in accordance with section 190 Licensing Act 2003.
However, there is now strong reason to believe from comments made by the applicant during this
consultation period, that 222 Queenswood Drive will be no more than a store, from which vans are then
loaded up, before they then travel around the City (and indeed any other areas of the County or the
Country for that matter).
Orders will then be taken by telephone anywhere - which would be in order in fact.
But it would now seem, the orders will be selected from the alcohol stock on the van, before being
delivered, and not as described in the original application on page 4 from Queenswood Drive.
This would not be in order at all, because none of the operator’s vans will be licensed in accordance with
section 189 Licensing Act 2003.
The only authorised premises for this licence can be 222 Queenswood Drive, as it has been applied for.

Therefore, on behalf of West Yorkshire Police, I respectfully submit this application is now refused, on
the basis that by granting it, offences will more than likely be committed directly undermining the
licensing objectives.

C/E
Mr. Bob Patterson
Leeds District Licensing Officer
West Yorkshire Police
Date: 22nd March 2022
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